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Care/Patient Hotels

- Medicalised Danish/Swedish model – less relevant for UK geography?
- UK has explored care hotel model
- Dutch model raised again in UK
- Dominant rehabilitation focus – integration ambition for the UK – small chunks?
- Watchwords around flexibility, family, changing needs – health led rather than care?
Place in the future of UK provision?

- Co-location – opportunities in hospital - capital programme
- Designated schemes – and rebirth of community hospital model
- Enhanced Health in Care Home approach
- Who Pays – Insurance, health?
Changes to care homes in future?

- Demand driven – new national debate?
- Large scale retrofit - Covid proofing – visiting, isolation, exits/entrances, bubbles, en suites, staffing facilities on site, IPC considerations – how to keep the home in care home?
- Building regs – particularly around fire
- New builds – households, units, modular capabilities, technology enabled (more virtual)
- Staffing
- Data and research driven
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